The Global Star™ Fuel Dispenser

The Global Star™ Fuel Dispenser:
Style meets substance.

All petrol pumps dispense fuel, but only one helps you maximize fuel sales while minimizing the total cost of
ownership. With capabilities to be a true revenue source, Dresser Wayne’s Global Star is a sound investment for
years to come.
Designed to help maximize fuel sales while minimizing ownership costs, Dresser Wayne’s Global Star is the preferred
choice of fuel retailers across Europe. Its sleek ergonomic shape is both attractive and practical and thanks to its
compact size and wide range of configurations, the Global Star is ideally suited to become the centerpiece of
any forecourt.

Tailored to your forecourt needs
Offering an endless range off different configurations, Global Star is Dresser Wayne’s most flexible pump. Available
as C-style, as well as H-style, Global Star features 4 different hose arrangements with varying hose-reaches.
Additionally, a broad variety of options and applications for flow-rates ranging from 40-130 liters per minute
contribute to make Global Star the optimal choice to fit any specific retail fuelling needs.
Responding to the growing demand for environmentally friendly fuel alternatives becomes easy with the possibility
to offer up to 5 separate fuel grades per dispenser. Alternative fuels like E85, LPG, AdBlue®, BioDiesel and CNG
are all supported by the Global Star product line, offering an unmatched forecourt freedom in a single model range.

Save fuel, save time, save money

Example of
Cost Savings*

Without accurately-calibrated dispensers, you could be unintentionally giving away fuel every
time customers fill their tanks. The new Dresser Wayne Xflo™ Meter can make this a thing of the
past. With fewer moving parts and additional calibration points, the Xflo Meter sets the standard
in metering accuracy. It’s not only accurate, it’s also 20-30% faster than traditional piston meters.
And faster, more accurate transactions mean more profit to your bottom line.

9,000 litres

26,500 litres

45,500 litres

So accurate, you may never have to calibrate it again

1 yr

3 yrs

5 yrs

*Based on 757,000 litres
per month with a 0,1%
increase in accuracy.

With the Xflo Meter, expect more accurate metering and less frequent calibration. In both lab
and field tests, the Xflo Meter demonstrated no discernible drift after metering millions of liters
of fuel — all were still perfectly calibrated. That means potential fuel savings of thousands of
liters per year.

• Corrosion resistant, high-finish exterior looks good for years.
• Patented, durable fiber glass enforced polyamide nozzle boot protects nozzle spout from wear and tear stains.
• Easily maintained and upgradeable components.
• Dresser Wayne Genuine Parts mean maximum performance and lower service costs.

• Xflo Meter - more accurate metering and
fewer calibration service calls
• Award-winning iX Technology Platform helps increase
sales and maximize uptime.
• iSense self-diagnostics software troubleshoots equipment
problems before they strike.

• iXPay leveraging the flexibility of the iX Technology
Platform, the pay at the pump module seamlessly
integrates country-specific and customer-defined
payment schemes including PCI security requirements
as well as EMV and non-EMV payment scenarios.
• iX Media’s customizable video promotions and coupon
capability helps drive high-margin sales.

iX Technology Platform
Dresser Wayne’s award-winning iX Technology Platform can help fuel retailers dramatically lower ownership costs, reduce
unexpected downtime, and increase sales and productivity. The scalable, open-architecture platform currently supports
three product extensions designed to benefit fuel consumers and fuel retailers:
• iSense™ self-diagnostics software automatically diagnoses and troubleshoots potential site equipment problems even
before they occur. It also allows real time monitoring of tank levels and flow rates from anywhere in the world.
•iXPay the in-dispenser payment terminal takes ergonomics and ease of use to the next level.
The user-friendly interface is based on an ATM-style display with soft keys. Leveraging the flexibility of the iX Technology
Platform, the module seamlessly integrates country-specific and customer-defined payment schemes including PCI
security requirements as well as EMV and non-EMV payment scenarios. Additionally, it supports third party PIN pads,
card readers and security modules as specified by European requirements giving you a complete security solution that
adheres to your country’s regulations.

Security Features:
• Use of Tamper-Responsive Security Modules
• Built-In Keypad Privacy Shields
• Supports Multiple Display Configurations

• Protected Data Links Between Components
• Protected Mag-Stripe and ICC Reader
• Certified Solution (Interac/UK CC/PCI/EMV)

• iX Media™ helps retailers increase revenue and build brand loyalty with full-motion video promotions shown on a
dispenser-integrated colour display. Customize the promotions for specific times, days, products or events. Even create
and print custom coupons right at the dispenser! Easily managed with virtually any POS system, iX Media helps build
customer loyalty, maximize branding campaigns and boost sales of higher-margin in-store products and premium fuels.
For more information on the Global Star dispenser, the Xflo Meter or the iX Technology Platform, please visit
www.dresserwayne.com or contact your Dresser Wayne sales representative.

About Dresser Wayne

About Dresser, Inc.

With offices on five continents, manufacturing
facilities on four, and thousands of employees
worldwide, Dresser Wayne has shaped the retail
and fleet fueling industry ever since its modest
beginnings in 1891. Known for combining cuttingedge technology with exceptional customer focus
and win-win industry partnerships, Dresser Wayne
has become the leading supplier of integrated
solutions to its customers in the retail and fleet
petroleum industry. Dresser Wayne—headquartered
in Austin, Texas—is largely responsible for the
innovations that contribute to the look and
functionality of the modern service station. From
dispensers and POS systems to retail intelligence
and after-sale support services, Dresser Wayne
is committed to continuing its long tradition of
providing innovative, customer-centric solutions
in all facets of the industry. Dresser Wayne is a
business segment of Dresser, Inc.

Dresser, Inc. is a leader in providing highly
engineered infrastructure products for the global
energy industry. The company has leading positions
in a broad portfolio of products including valves,
actuators, meters, switches, regulators, piping
products, natural gas-fueled engines, retail fuel
dispensers and associated retail point of sale
systems and air and gas handling equipment.
Leading brand names within the Dresser portfolio
include Dresser Wayne® retail fueling systems,
Waukesha® natural gas-fired engines, Masoneilan®
control valves, Mooney® regulators, Consolidated®
pressure relief valves, and Roots® blowers and rotary
gas meters. It has manufacturing and customer
service facilities located strategically worldwide
and a sales presence in more than 100 countries.
The company’s website can be accessed at
www.dresser.com.

Genuine Parts
Protect your warranty and regulatory certifications.
Insist on Dresser Wayne Genuine Parts for all equipment
repairs and upgrades.
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